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Fully loaded with attachments on
(2) 1UTVTB’s and (1) 1UTVRK
(Tools Not Included)

SYSTEM MOUNTS DIRECTLY TO SELECT KAWASAKI MULE & KUBOTA RTV
VEHICLES BED W/O INTERFERING WITH THE CARGO STORAGE AREA
The tool bar is the key component
in the Artillian ROPS-mount tool system.

The tool “racks” mount to the vehicle bed using adjustable
metal brackets, custom designed for each application.
Once installed on the vehicle you can add the full rack
and attachments as needed.

Cam Lever Latches

Simple and versatile – mix & match
any combination of attachments.
Cam lever latches built directly into
each Artillian component allow
you to mount, move or remove
attachments in seconds!

UTV Bed-Mount Tool Rack

Closed | Open

UTV Bed-Mount Tool Bar
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UTV BED-MOUNT TOOL RACK SYSTEM
Tool Rack, 4 Yard Tools

Fuel Can
Holder

Holds up to 4
long-handle tools.

Mounts horizontally or
vertically with cam
latches. No tools required.
Includes 8 rubber mini
quick clamps open and
close easily to add or
remove tools.

Chainsaw Mount
Holds chainsaws with bar lengths 14”+
“Scabbard” style mount features
10-gauge steel with high-strength
polyethylene contact areas for added
protection of the bar and chain.

Tool Box, X-Large
Includes internal tool tray.
Water-tight seal.

Tool Box, Medium
Includes internal tool
tray. Water resistant.

E-track ﬁttings have multiple
locking positions to accommodate
cans of different sizes and shapes.
Hanger for securing a maul or
sledgehammer plus spaces for
several tree cutting wedges.

Tool Basket

Open top basket for carrying
tools, chains, pins, etc.
Incorporated grab handles.

Beverage Cooler Holder
Multiple E-track locking
positions accommodate
various cooler sizes and
orientations.
Two built-in cup holders.

Tool Bar Wall Mount
Mounting brackets to
mount onto a ﬂat wall for
storage of the various
ROPS Mounted Tool Bar
Accessories.

Tool Bar Quick Release Kit
Allows the operator to
remove the bar when
using the backhoe or
certain 3-point hitch
mounted implements.

5 Gallon Bucket Holder
For picking up and storing
yard debris, trash, and
other items when mowing
and landscaping.
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